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LIFESTYLE

about me

BLOGGER

Hello! My name is Donna and I am a 28 year old lifestyle content
creator from San Diego. I have lived in San Diego my entire life
and I can't imagine living anywhere else. When I am not creating
content for myself, I am working as the social media specialist
for Harrah's Resort Southern California. I am recently married to
my husband, Cody, and we just purchased our first condo
together! We also have a rambunctious five year old husky
named Riley. I love fandoms like Disney, Star Wars, and Marvel,
being eco-friendly, traveling on a budget, and thrift shopping!

about my
blog

My blog consists of a range of topics including product reviews,
money saving tips, eco-friendly lifestyle living, content creation
tips, and my fun experiences! Now that we have just purchased
our first condo, my followers are also extremely intrigued by my
renovation projects and steps into interior design. Other than
that, I enjoy sharing content about my personal style and how
my favorite fandoms inspire some of that style. I also have two
interactive shopping pages on my site: 1) Sales and Coupon
Codes that I have found for my favorite retailers and my own
personal coupon codes for some shops., and 2) my Style Gallery
where I link my favorite picks and personal style for followers to
shop directly!

hello@donnagailblog.com • @donnagailblog

Social Media Statistics
My audience consists of 90% women and 10%
men. Their age range is primarily 25-34 years old,
and the majority live in California and Florida.

Handle: @donnagailblog
Average reach: 7,400
Average Reel likes: 400

17,300

Engagement Rate: 2.3%

Handle: @donnagailblog
Impressions: 90,200
Engagements: 2,900

1,200

Total Audience: 75,700
Engaged Audience: 2,400

Handle: @donnagailblog
Average views per video: 1,500
Total Likes: 81,200

1,900

Highest viewed video: 217,000 views

Other Platforms:

270

170

@donnagailblog

Donna Gail Blog

hello@donnagailblog.com • @donnagailblog

services offered
Sponsored blog and/or social
media content
Ambassadorships
Hosted events or stays
Photo and video shoots
Other projects that will help
bring my engaged followers to
your page!

collaboration rates
Rates will vary depending on the type
of work, content usage, and
exclusivity rights.

Please contact for accurate pricing. I am
open to negotiation!

contact details
Address
440 Citracado Parkway, Unit 8
Escondido CA 92025
Email
hello@donnagailblog.com
Website
www.donnagailblog.com
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